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Abstract: Mobile robot modeling is a challenging task especially for vehicles with complex nonlinear dynamics. Quad-
copter UAVs are agile systems that are often described with a nominal nonlinear model that neglects various complicated
dynamic phenomena for the sake of easier analysis and control design. This simplification leads to limiting the vehicle
performance. To overcome this issue, an iterative learning approach is presented where a nominal representation of the
system dynamics is used in conjunction with flight trials to improve performance. The objective is to learn to aggressively
navigate a quadcopter through a course while avoiding obstacles. The performance is assessed by overall navigation time.
The trajectory is optimized iteratively by blending an approximate gradient from the simplified nominal model with ac-
tual realized flight trajectories. The resulting optimization is a quadratic program, which can be solved efficiently. High
fidelity quadcopter simulations with multiple test cases show significantly improved performance through repeated trials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Quadcopters are popular platforms due to their high

maneuverability and mobility. Their high agility and
unconstrained translational velocity make them suitable
for several applications that require autonomous or semi-
autonomous remote operations in confined places.

Mathematical modeling of quadcopters can be diffi-
cult because of complex dynamic phenomena such as
vibration, induced drag, blade flapping and wind effect.
Such aspects are usually neglected when modeling to al-
low easier system analysis and control design. The re-
sulting control design may be conservative and sacri-
fice vehicle performance for robustness. For instance,
model linearization permits the use of cascaded PID con-
trol in nested loops, starting from controlling thrusts and
torques and going up to higher level position setpoints
[10]. Such approaches have performance guarantees only
around linearization operating points, e.g., a hover state
where rotational states are sufficiently small.

This paper presents a learning approach to overcome
performance limitations due to model simplifications.
The main idea is to blend offline optimization using the
simplified model with online evaluation. The specific
setting is trajectory optimization in the presence of con-
straints, both physical (e.g., obstacles) and virtual (e.g.,
safety) for performance objectives such as navigation
time. Starting from an initial feasible trajectory, the sim-
plified model is used offline to optimize a nearby trajec-
tory. Upon implementation, the actual realized trajectory
differs from the predicted trajectory because of the in-
accuracies of the simplified model. The online realized
trajectory is used to update the optimization, and the pro-
cess is iteratively repeated. An interesting outcome is that
the simplified model can be a poor predictor of realized
trajectories and still be valuable for offline optimization.

Learning based techniques for motion planning in dy-
namic environment are presented in [3], [12]. Safe
trajectories are updated to accommodate environmental
changes. A learning-based nonlinear model predictive
control is presented in [1] where a nonlinear model is
composed of the sum of a nominal known model and a
disturbance model. A similar approach is presented in [5]
where a linear nominal model with Gaussian disturbance
is considered. Learning control for ground robot naviga-
tion in rough environments has been discussed in [4] and
[6] and for quadrotor navigation in [7], [9], and [2]. The
work in [8] is most relevant to what we present here re-
garding utilizing optimization tools for learning, but the
two approaches differ in the learning objective. The al-
gorithm in [8] targets learning a predefined fixed trajec-
tory in time and space. The approach presented herein
does not seek to learn any predefined trajectory. Instead,
the objective is to discover a feasible trajectory that opti-
mizes navigation time. This flexibility allows reshaping
learned trajectories and introducing incremental learning.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the algorithm for quadcopter naviga-
tion learning. Section 3 introduces modeling of quad-
copter dynamics. Section 4 discusses validation of the
presented approach and simulation results.

2. LEARNING APPROACH

2.1 Iterative Function Optimization
We first describe our approach for dynamical systems

in the simpler setting of function optimization. Consider
a nonlinear functions Q(x). The objective is to minimize
some nonlinear function F (Q(x)):

min
x
F (Q(x)) (1)



where F is some objective function. We assume that
Q(x) is not known. Instead, an approximation G(x) is
known. Our goal is to find the minimizer xopt of equa-
tion (1) using our knowledge of the approximated model
G(x) and the response of Q(x) to different inputs in it-
erative way. The optimizer is achieved through iterative
online trials and offline optimization starting from an ini-
tial x0. Assuming that Q(x) is unknown in closed form
but measurable, we can write the approximation:

Q(x) ≈ G(x0)+∇G(x0)(x−x0)+(Q(x0)−G(x0)) (2)

The optimization problem for each iteration becomes:

xj+1 = xj + arg min
|dx|≤δ

F (G(xj) +∇G(xj) dx

+(Q(xj)−G(xj)) )
(3)

where Q(xj) is the measured performance of the previ-
ous iteration. The updated optimizer is xj+1. The itera-
tive approach aims to reduce the effect of the function un-
certainties by modifying the current optimizer around its
current value. Iterations are terminated when no longer
sufficient improvement of cost reduction can be obtained.

Numerical Example: Consider the following model of
actual system, approximate model, and cost function:

Q(x) = 0.2(x− 0.5)3 + 21 ,
G(x) = 0.5x2 + 13x ,
F (x) = (x− 1)2

(4)

Fig. 1 shows the difference between both models that re-
sults in different cost functions. It is shown that the min-
imum occurs at different values for Q(x) and G(x). For
the purpose of benchmarking, we run a nonlinear pro-
gram to minimize F (Q(x)) which results in zero cost at
xopt = −4.142. The iterative learning approach assumes
no prior knowledge of Q(x). Only the function value
Q(xj) is known at each iteration. Starting from the same
initial guess of xopt and iteratively solving the optimiza-
tion in equation (3) to update xj+1, we are able to achieve
the optimal solution xopt = −4.141 before termination,
xj+1 → xopt.

The value of the cost functions F (Q(xj)) and
F (G(xj)) for j = 1, ..., 127 are shown in 2. Although
the optimal value is achieved for the function represent-
ing the actual system Q(x), optimality is not reflected on
the value of the model G(x) at the optimizer.

2.2 Iterative Learning in Dynamical Systems
We now adapt the above procedure to dynamical sys-

tem optimization. The function Q(x) corresponds to the
actual behavior of the system in response to an input
(control) trajectory, and G(x) corresponds to simplified
dynamics. The function F (·) corresponds to a perfor-
mance objective such as minimum energy or minimum
time. Note that in the following, we modify notation so

Fig. 1 Comparison between the two models (Left) and
their associated cost functions (Right).

Fig. 2 Cost function values at every iteration.

that x now denotes a state variable and the independent
variable to be optimized is a control trajectory u.

Consider the discrete time dynamical system:

x(k + 1) = f(x(k), u(k)) + g(x(k), u(k))
y(k) = h(x(k))

(5)

where x(k), u(k), and y(k) denote states, inputs, and out-
puts, respectively. The nominal dynamical representation
of the system and modeling errors are denoted by f and
g, respectively. It will be important to view modeling er-
rors, g, as a repeatable phenomenon. The output model is
denoted by h(x(k)). Process and measurement noise are
neglected in this model representation.

The objective is to improve the navigation time from
an initial state xi to a final state xd while avoiding obsta-
cles considering the following optimal control problem:

min
u
F (u(·), x(·))
=
∑N−1
k=0 v1u(k)2 + v2(x(k + 1)− xd)2

subject to equation (5) and constraints:
u(k) ∈ Ua, x(k) ∈ Xa

(6)

where v1 and v2 are weighting variables that reflects pe-
nalizing trajectory time and energy. The allowable con-
trol and states are denoted by Ua and Xa, respectively to
account for saturation and obstacle constraints.

The learning approach is initialized with a feasible tra-
jectory of the actual system, state x0(k), output y0(k),
and input u0(k), k ∈ [0, N0]. This trajectory can be gen-
erated using prior information or other means of feedback
control. The deviation vectors from the nominal trajec-
tory are given by:

x̂0(k) = x(k)− x0(k)
ŷ0(k) = y(k)− y0(k)
û0(k) = u(k)− u0(k)

(7)



Linearizing the nonlinear nominal model f(x(k), u(k))
and h(x(k)) around the trajectory x0(k), y0(k) and u0(k)
yields linear time varying system:

x̂0(k + 1) = A0(k)x̂0(k) +B0(k)û0(k),
ŷ0(k) = C0(k)x̂0(k)

(8)

The states, inputs and outputs can be concatenated in
vector form:

X0 = [x̂0(1)T x̂0(2)T . . . x̂0(N)T ]T

U0 = [û0(0)T û0(1)T . . . û0(N − 1)T ]T

Y 0 = [ŷ0(1)T ŷ0(2)T . . . ŷ0(N)T ]T
(9)

The states vectors x̂0(1), ..., x̂0(N) can be written as:

x̂0(1) = Ā0(0)x̂0(0) + B̄0(0)û0(0)
x̂0(2) = Ā0(1)Ā0(0)x̂0(0) + Ā0(1)B̄0(0)û0(0)+

B̄0(1)û0(1)
...

x̂0(N) = [
∏i=N−1
i=0 Ā0(i)]x̂0(0)

+
∑j=N−2
j=0 ([

∏q=N−1
q=j+1 Ā0(q)]B̄0(j)û0(j))

+B̄0(N − 1)û0(N − 1)

(10)

The system dynamics in equation (8) can be expressed as:

X0 = MU0 +M0x̂
0(0)

Y 0 = LX0 (11)

where matrices M ∈ RNn×Nm (block lower triangular),
M0 ∈ RNn×n and L ∈ RNl×Nn (block diagonal) are
constructed using equation (10). n, m and l denote the
number of states, controls, and outputs, respectively.

Using equation (11) and (3), the input function of next
iteration is:

Q(U j+1) ≈ f(U j) +∇f(U j)(U j+1 − U j)
+(Q(U j)− f(U j))

(12)

The control input deviation is generated by solving the
following optimal control problem:

δu = arg min
|δu|≤δmaxu

F (Q(U)) (13)

the deviation of control input in current iteration is con-
strained with the previous iteration and maximum state
deviation is also introduced to avoid instabilities. The
selection of δmaxu need to be sufficiently small to stay
around the nominal trajectory. Larger values may cause
learning divergence and smaller values slow down con-
vergence. Careful balanced selection of the weighting
functions v1 and v2 greatly improve performance.

In terms of the previous section, F corresponds to
the performance objective (6), Q corresponds to the ac-
tual system behavior (5), and G corresponds to the right-
hand-side approximate in (12).

The optimization problem in equation (13) can be for-
mulated as a quadratic program that can be efficiently
solved using available optimization tools:

min
δuj+1

1
2 (δuj+1)TK1δu

j+1 +KT
2 δu

j+1

K1 = 2∇f(U j)TV2(Q(U j)− xd)
K2 = ∇f(U j)TV2∇f(U j)

(14)

The execution time to solve this optimization problem is
not critical as it can be done offline before each iterations.
The learning approach is executed as follows:
1. Start (j = 0) with initial feasible state and input tra-

jectories xj(k) and uj(k) that steer the system from
xi to xd within N j time steps.

2. Define an envelope around states xj(k) to limit devi-
ation from this trajectory:

xj −∆1 ≤ xj+1 ≤ xj + ∆2 (15)

3. Linearize the nominal model f(x(k), u(k)) about the
current trajectory and generate time varying matrices
Āj(k) and B̄j(k). Then, construct the concatenated
vectors and matrices M and M0 from the linear sys-
tem matrices, equation (11).

4. ComputeK1 andK2 from equation (14) and optimize
to generate δu. Update control input for the next iter-
ation, uj+1 = uj + δu.

5. Starting at xi, apply updated input trajectory uj+1 and
measure the output of the system.

6. The learning terminates if a maximum number of iter-
ations is reached or no improvement can be achieved.

If any of the output trajectories cross the envelope in
equation (15), define a new intermediate state xn and re-
plan a new trajectory from xn to xd. If the target state
is reached and time improvement is achieved, the trajec-
tory is updated with the new corresponding control. The
learning approach involves two levels of iteration. Inner
iterations that handle re-planning in the situation of diver-
gence or obstacles and outer iterations that learns the full
trajectory from the initial state xi to the final state xd.

2.3 Single Joint Manipulator Example
Here we illustrate the learning approach on a simple

nonlinear system that consists of a single joint, see Fig. 3.
The loadm is moved around a circle of radius l by apply-
ing an input torque u. The system model is:

θ̈(t) = − gl sin(θ(t))− v
ml2 θ̇(t) + 1

ml2u(t) (16)

The control objective is to steer the system from verti-
cal down initial position θ(0) = 0 to the final angle of
θ(N) = 0.7 radians. Initially, feasible trajectories x0(k)
and u0(k) are found using PID feedback control as shown
in Fig. 3. The following discrete time dynamical model
is used in this simulation:

θ(k + 1) = θ(k) + tsω(k),
ω(k + 1) = ω(k) + ts(−θ(k)− 5ω(k) + 2u(k)),
θ(k) ∈ (−π2 ,

π
2 ) , |ω(k)| ≤ 0.5



(17)

where ts is the sampling time. The output of the nomi-
nal model starting at x(0) = [0, 0] and applying u0(k) is
different from the actual system output, see Fig. 3. Ap-
plying the same control trajectory to the model results
angle divergence. The nonlinear optimal solution of the
actual system in equation (6) is computed, using Matlab,
ode solvers and fmincon, for benchmarking. The cost as-
sociated with the optimal solution F = 36.4. The objec-
tive function in this example penalizes time. By adjusting
v1 and v2, less weight is given to control penalization.
Learning is terminated when |δu| < εu. States and in-
put trajectories from four iterations are shown in Fig. 4
along with the value of the cost function. The initial cost
is approximately F = 773 that is reduced to the value
F = 41.6. The same initial input trajectory is used for
the nonlinear program and the iterative solution and near
optimal solution is achieved. Furthermore, the required
time to reach the final state x(k) = [0.7, 0] is reduced
from N = 58 to N = 32.

Fig. 3 Single Joint Manipulator Example.

Fig. 4 Single Joint Manipulator Example.

3. QUADCOPTER DYNAMICAL MODEL
A quadcopter UAV is an underactuated system that is

represented by 12 states nonlinear model, that consists of
6 translational and 6 rotational states. The detailed mod-
eling is omitted here due to space limitation and can be
found in [10] and [11]. The propulsion forces by the four

rotors act on the local body frame along zb axis. A non-
linear rotational RAB matrix is used to transform vectors
from body frame B to inertial global frame A. The equa-
tions of motions for the quadcoptor UAVs are:

m

p̈xp̈y
p̈z

+

 0
0
mg

 = RAB

(
(

4∑
i=1

|Ti|)

0
0
1

+

AxAy
Az

) (18)

J

ω̇xω̇y
ω̇z

+

ωxωy
ωz

× J
ωxωy
ωz

 =

L cT (s22 − s24)
L cT (s23 − s21)

cQws

 (19)

Where m is the mass of the quadrotor, g is the gravi-
tational acceleration 9.81m/s2, and J is the inertia ma-
trix. The position and angular speed are denoted by
(px, py, pz) and (ωx, ωy, ωz), respectively. The thrust and
torque generated by each rotor are Ti andQi, Ti = cT s

2
i ,

Qi = cQ s2i . The motor coefficients are cT and cQ. The
rotor rotational speeds are denoted by s1..s4. The torque
around zB is proportional to ws = −s21 + s22 − s23 + s24.
The induced aerodynamical force is denoted by As and
the length of vehicle’s arm is denoted by L.

Fig. 5 Quadcopter UAV Reference Axes

For learning approach validation, a 6 state (z, ż, y, ẏ,
φ, ωx) two dimensional model of quadcopter is derived
considering two translational (y and z) and one rotational
(roll, φ) axes. The pitch and yaw axes are assumed to be
stabilized using inner feedback loop that minimizes rota-
tional speeds around those axes. The nominal dynamics
are derived from equation (18):

p̈z = 1
m cos(φ)

∑4
i=1 Ti −mg

p̈y = − 1
m sin(φ)

∑4
i=1 Ti

ω̇x = L
Ixx

(T2 − T4)

(20)

The inputs are engine thrusts u = [T1 T2 T3 T4]T ,
the thrust-speed model can be derived from en-
gine/propeller specifications or by experimentation. Ro-
tor speeds are assumed to be tracked with electronic
speed controllers (ESC).

The nominal model consists of six states xj(k) and
four inputs uj(k). In addition to environmental con-



straints, saturation and input constraints are given by:

0 ≤ Ti ≤ Tmax
−vymax ≤ vy ≤ vymax

−vzmax ≤ vz ≤ vzmax

−ωxmax ≤ ωx ≤ ωxmax

(21)

4. QUADCOPTER SIMULATION
4.1 Simulation Setup and Examples

The presented algorithm is validated using SimScape,
a physical model simulator by Mathworks. Quadcopter
system in Fig. 5 is designed using Solidworks CAD soft-
ware. Each component is designed and imported sepa-
rately to Simscape where geometrical relations are intro-
duced. To reduce computational requirements for visu-
alization, the number of components is minimized to th
main frame, four engines assemblies and propellers.

Three navigation examples are considered as shown in
Fig. 6. Point to point navigation in space as fast as possi-
ble while staying inside safe envelope. The second exam-
ple is a parabolic path in Y-Z plane where motion direc-
tion changes with respect to gravity force throughout the
navigation course. In the third example, the quadcopter
UAV navigates through a sample maze while avoiding
obstacles in the environment.

In the presented simulation setup, no system identifi-
cation is performed on the imported physical model. Ini-
tial feasible trajectory x0(k) and u0(k) are found using a
PID output feedback control. A cascaded PID controllers
are designed to stabilize rotational speeds, attitude, veloc-
ity and position. Obstacle detection is handled by a sens-
ing module. The states of the quadcopter are assumed
to be observable from outputs. The discrete controller
runs at 50 Hz. States and individual engine thrust inputs
trajectories are used to initialize the iterative trajectory
learning. Constraints on input and state deviations are
introduced to avoid divergence of learning. Iteration ter-
minates when no further improvement in navigation time
can be achieved and the input change is below a threshold
value. The safety region is sufficiently large to accommo-
date the vehicle size and allow trajectory deviation.

4.2 Results and Discussion
Simulation results for a subset of iterations for the

three presented navigation examples are shown in Fig. 7,
for Y Z position, total engine thrust,

∑4
i=1 Ti and rota-

tional speed about the x-axis in body frame, ωx which is
directly proportional to torque acting on that axis.

The objective of learning is minimizing navigation
time. The fastest trajectory from initial state to final state
is not necessary the shortest path geometrically. For each
iteration, a number of waypoints on the trajectory is se-
lected based on features or equally separated. This allows
partial learning if the final destination can not be achieved
using the current model and data or an obstacle is within
small distance. Waypoints are also useful for introducing

new similar trajectories for the learning routine.

Fig. 6 Different Simulation Examples to Validate Per-
formance of Presented Learning Approach

The input trajectories of thrust and rotational speed
are shown in Fig. 7. Higher input amplitude does not
necessarily result in faster navigation. It is the right in-
put sequence that produce better performance. Bigger
free space envelope around the initial trajectory allows
more deviation and better improvement over time in gen-
eral. Tight spaces limit this deviation and therefore im-
provements resulting in faster learning termination. For
the presented simulation examples, the thrust limit for a
single engine is Ti ∈ [4, 8]N and the vehicle rotational
speed limits is ωx ∈ [−1, 1] rad/s.

The amount of deviation in state and input between
iterations is decided based on system parameters, envi-
ronmental constraints and geometry of trajectory. Select-
ing larger envelope can improve learning results but can
cause intermediate divergence or instability. On the other
hand, tighter deviation envelope can limit exploration for
better trajectories. The amount of allowable deviation can
be experimentally calculated. It can also be a function of
the current state and the distance from obstacles. The
quality of the initial trajectory affects improvement.

The UAV starts at hover state and the final state is de-
fined by a region centered at the target position. Initial
navigation times are 8.92, 12.04 and 6.48 seconds for
the linear, parabolic and maze trajectories respectively.
Learning terminates at different iteration with navigation
time of 4.28, 6.78 and 3.36 seconds. The results shows
reduction in navigation time by 40–50%.

5. CONCLUSION

An iterative learning approach for quadcopter UAV
navigation under repeated disturbances is presented. The
approach utilizes the knowledge of initial feasible trajec-
tory and nominal dynamical representation of the model.
We introduce an optimization based method to improve
navigation performance where minimum time is used to
assess performance. Simulation results of a sample non-
linear system and quadcopter system have shown the ef-
fectiveness of the iterative approach. Further investiga-
tion will be done to assess performance and convergence.
Full quadcopter dynamics will be simulated before im-
plementation for experimental validation in flight tests.



Fig. 7 Simulation results for three experiments showing position vector and control inputs for three iterations.
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